


An Improved, New Generation of LOWBOY 
Kubota took its standard 2-pole diesel generator and enhanced it. Unlike the previous LOWBOY, which was 

powered by a horizontal diesel engine; two vertical type SUPER MINI diesel engines, 2482 and D722, are at the 

heart of the new LOWBOY II Series. This new series kept the same compact size, low body design, and 

low noise levels of the previous series, while enhancing its environment friendly features with two diesel 

engines that are USA EPA emission certified. 

Names of individual parts 

Large-capacity fuel tank �------. 
(28L / 7.4 U.S. gal.) 

Control panel with a removable cover 

Emergency stop system 

Starter safety relay 

Access terminal for ATS 

Receptacles with circuit protectors 

Outstanding Features 
I Compact Design····· G) G) 
The design of the LOWBOY II Series is based on the previous 

compact two-pole horizontal type diesel engine generator. 

Even though this series is powered by vertical type diesel 

engines, the height is kept as low as the previous LOWBOY by 

direct coupling the engine crankshaft with the cooling fan. 

Kubota also changed the location of the package's air inlet 

vents to reduce the height of the internal sound absorption 

duct. 

I Cleaner Emission····· 0
The diesel engines (Z482 and D722) selected to power the 

LOWBOY II Series produce far less soot, HC and 

CO emissions thanks to KUBOTA's original 

E-TVCS combustion system. Both 2482 and D722

are USA EPA Emission certified.

Engine that is 
Tier 4 Certified 

Large-capacity radiator 

: Large-capacity 
resonator type muffler 

· High AH battery included

, Fan cover 

Direct coupled cooling fan 

Maintenance door(Dne-side maintenance) 

Opening for forklift transport 

I Lower Noise Levels ..... C:l O G> G>
Four separate improvements help reduce the overall noise 

levels. First, the large capacity radiator successfully reduces 

fan related noise by direct coupling its crankshaft with the 

slower-speed fan. Second, the large capacity, built-in 

muffler helps reduce exhaust related noise. Third, the longer 

air cleaner hose reduces air suction related noise. Fourth, 

the ideally placed inlet vent and its 

improved design reduce noise coming 

from the enclosure's opening. 

Access Terminals for 
ATS make Wiring Easy 

Access terminals for Automatic Transfer 
Switches (ATS) is located behind the 

control panel. 
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